
Storage Solutions
Short of space or need to increase your storage 
efficiency? Looking to store those odd-shaped 
items? Need to reduce your real estate spend 
or increase your revenue per square foot? High 
Density storage is the answer to solving your 
storage needs.

Your solution might use space-efficient Static 
shelving or Mobile carriages to solve your 
requirements. We can also design customized 
components to solve those unusual demands.

A wide variety of choices are available, all made 
to solve your storage concerns.

Storage solutions. For every space.

Storage Perfected!



LT 4-Post Shelving

Efficient, Durable &
Adaptable — for the
storage of Stuff
Spacefile’s fully adjustable design facilitates 
shelf and accessory positioning and includes 
a variety of versatile accessories including 
lockable options that will satisfy almost any 
security criteria. This shelving makes acces-
sibility a breeze with dual-sided access and 
back-to-back configurations.

Available in:

• Electrical Assist

• Mechanical Assist

• Manual Assist

Adaptive, Rugged &
Expandable — for
storing odd-size items
including artifacts, art,
and athletic equipment.
Spacefile’s extensive experience in providing 
comprehensive storage solutions ensures 
that whatever storage challenge you cur-
rently have can be solved. Imagine not 
being limited by the size of or shape of your 
objects!

Museums, Storage Racks and Carts



Robust, Durable, 
Adaptable — Wide 
Span shelving for your 
industrial warehouse
Designed and built for heavy-duty storage 
requirements, Spacefile’s S-Line Industrial 
Shelving is engineer-designed and tested 
for safety and durability.  These systems are 
ideal for a factory or warehouse setting and 
come in a variety of powder coated finishes.  
Multiple shelving options include steel, per-
forated, and particle board.

Stylish, Modular, 
Versatile — For Today’s 
Modern Library
A library’s vision for the future is built on 
clear values, focus, and core strengths, 
which transforms the library’s capacity to 
deliver exceptional customer experiences 
how, when and where customers want 
and need them. Libraries will benefit from 
vibrant, revitalized, and efficient space.  
Spacefile is proud to partner with libraries 
to develop solutions completely customized 
to space, needs, and budget.

               Cantilever Shelving

S-Line Industrial Shelving
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Ready for a solution? Our in-house design, engineering, and manufacturing team are fueled by your complex storage 
challenges and are ready to tailor a solution to your scope, timeline and budget. Contact us today for a free storage 
efficiency analysis.

Spacefile International is a world leader in high-density storage, providing insights into how to successfully integrate Mobile, 
Static and Customized modules into comprehensive storage solutions. Our designs showcase ways to increase storage up 
to four-fold, providing products of uncompromising quality, attention to detail and best-in-class value. We are a North 
American-based manufacturer located in Toronto, with extensive experience in Retail, Corporate, Museum, Healthcare, 
Government, Industrial and Athletic applications.

Rugged, Flexible and 
Designed to Maximize 
Yield
Spacefile International’s solutions for 
Vertical Farming bring the flexibility of 
design to your grow rooms, regardless of 
the species. We also collaborate with your 
lighting, HVAC, irrigation and other pro-
viders to ensure a successful finished project 
that maximizes yield.

ThinLineTM V-Farming Solutions

Contact Us


